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TECHNICAL NOTE 
STABLE MODELS ARE GENERATED 
BY A STABLE CHAIN 
HEINIUCH HERRE AND GERD WAGNER 
D We propose a general preference criterion selecting the “intended” mod- 
els of generalized logic programs which: 1) is a conservative extension of 
the stable model semantics for normal logic programs of [21, 2) is very 
close to the answer set semantics of [4] for disjunctive logic programs, and 
3) allows for arbitrary formulas in the body and in the head of a rule, i.e., 
does not depend on the presence of any specific connective, such as 
negation(-as-failure) or on any specific syntax of rules. Our preference 
criterion defines a model of a program as intended if it is generated by a 
stable chain. We show that stable models and answer sets are generated by 
a stable chain of length s w. 0 Elseuier Science Inc., 1997 a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A logic program consists of facts and deduction rules. Facts correspond to sen- 
tences of a suitably restricted language, and deduction rules correspond to non- 
schematic (Gentzen) sequents. While facts express extensional knowledge, rules 
express intensional knowledge. 
A set of facts can be viewed as a database whose semantics is determined by its 
minimal models. In the case of logic programs, minimal models are not adequate 
because they are not able to capture the directedness of rules, i.e., they do not 
satisfy the groundedness requirement. Therefore, stable models in the form of 
certain fixpoints have been proposed by Gelfond and Lifschitz [2] as the intended 
models of normal logic programs. We generalize this notion by presenting a 
definition which is neither fixpoint-based nor dependent on any specific rule syntax. 
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We call our preferred models stable generated because they are generated by a 
stable chain, i.e., a layered sequence of rule applications where all applied rules 
remain applicable throughout the model computation, and not because there is a 
close relationship to the concept of stable expansions in autoepistemic logic which 
was the original motivation of the stable model definition of [2]. We believe that in 
the semantics of rules, the notion of a stable chain is more fundamental than that 
of a stable expansion. The former is a genuine rule-related concept, whereas the 
latter is an application of a concept from autoepistemic logic. Interestingly, and 
making a good point for both approaches, in the base case of normal logic 
programs, there is a one-to-one correspondence between stable expansions and 
models generated by a stable chain, i.e., “GL-stable” models and stable generated 
models agree. 
While Gelfond and Lifschitz had to modify their definition of stable models, 
resp. answer sets, for each extension of normal logic programs they have consid- 
ered (see [3, 4, 11, our definition is uniformly applicable without changes in all 
these extensions.’ Our definition also accommodates negation(-as-failure) in the 
head of rules which is not possible in answer set semantics, and would again 
require a modification of it.2 
We show that all answer sets of a normal disjunctive program are generated by a 
stable chain. It turns out, however, that in certain cases of disjunctive programs, 
there are models generated by a stable chain which are not answer sets. We 
present a simple example of such a program whose unique minimal model is 
generated by a stable chain, but is not an answer set. This disagreement may 
suggest two things: 1) that our stable models are essentially different from answer 
sets, or 2) that the difference is not really essential, but points to a weakness in the 
definition of answer sets for disjunctive programs. We tend to think that the latter 
is the case,3 but only further investigations will be able to decide this question. 
While Gelfond and Lifschitz (and many other authors) treat negation-as-failure 
in a special way and unlike other connectives, and do not make any attempt to 
relate their semantics of logic programs to a standard model-theoretic account of 
rules, we emphasize the possibility to analyze logic programs using standard logical 
means such as the notions of (Gentzen) sequents, (possibly partial) interpretations, 
an information ordering between interpretations, and preferential entailment. As a 
consequence, we are able to allow for arbitrary formulas in the head and the body 
of rules, and to characterize negation-as-failure as standard negation under the 
preferential semantics of stable models. 
The paper has the following structure. After introducing some basic notation, 
we recall some facts about Herbrand model theory in Section 2, and then introduce 
the notion of a sequent in Section 3. In Section 4, we define the general concept of 
a stable model, and then, in Section 5 and 6, we investigate the relationship of our 
general concept to the original fixpoint-based definitions for normal and normal 
disjunctive programs. 
‘This is shown for extended programs in [5], and for extended disjunctive programs in [6]. Our 
definition of stable models also applies to temporal [7] and to fuzzy, resp. possibihstic logic programs 
WI. 
‘Such as proposed, e.g., in [9]. 
‘Simply because our definition of stable models is more general than the original (syntax-dependent) 
definitions in [2, 4] and, mathematically speaking, this makes the old definitions appear to be (possibly 
imperfect) approximations of the new general definition. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
A signature C= (ReZ,Const, Fun) consists of a set of relation symbols, a set of 
constant symbols, and a set of function symbols. U, denotes the set of all ground 
terms of (T. For a tuple t 1,. . . , t,,, we will also write ? when its length is of no 
relevance. The logical functors are y, A , v , I ,b’, 3, where 1 is called material 
implication. L(o) is the smallest set containing the atomic formulas of v, and is 
closed with respect to the following conditions: if F, G E L(a), then { 7 F, F A 
G,FvG,FxG,3xF,VxF}~L(u). 
Lo(u) denotes the corresponding set of sentences (closed formulas). For sublan- 
guages of L(v) formed by means of a subset si of the logical functors, we write 
L(cr;F). With respect to a signature u, we define the following sublanguages: 
At(a) = L(a; 01, the set of all atomic formulas (also called atoms); Lit(c) = 
L(a; -T), the set of all literals. We introduce the following conventions. When 
L c L(u) is some sublanguage, Lo denotes the corresponding set of sentences. If 
the signature (T does not matter, we omit it and write, e.g., L instead of L(a). 
If Y is a partially ordered set, then Min(Y) denotes the set of all minimal 
elements of Y, i.e., Min(Y) = {X E Y I T 3X’ E Y: X’ <X}. 
A Herbrand interpretation of the language L(a) is one for which the universe 
equals U,, and the function symbols are interpreted canonically. We identify 
Herbrand interpretations over (T with subsets of At’(a). 
Definition 2.2. [Interpretation] Let u = (Rel, Const, Fun) be a signature. A Her- 
brand u-interpretation can be represented as a set of atoms I c At’(u). Its 
uniuerse is equal to the set of all ground terms U,; its canonical interpretation of 
ground terms is the identity mapping. A Herbrand interpretation Z assigns a 
relation 
r’ = I i’E U$‘): r(T) E Z} 
to every relation symbol r E Rel, where a(r) denotes the arity of r. 
The class of all Herbrand u-interpretations is denoted by Z,(u) = 2At”(u). In 
the sequel, we shall also simply say “interpretation” instead of “Herbrand interpre- 
tation.” A valuation over an interpretation I is a function v from the set of all 
variables Vur into the Herbrand universe U,, which can be naturally extended to 
arbitrary terms by v(f(t,, . . . , t,>) =f(u(t,), . . . , v(t,)). Analogously, a valuation 1, 
can be canonically extended to arbitrary formulas F, where we write Fv instead of 
v(F). Note that for a constant c, being a 0-ary function, we have v(c) = c. The 
model relation k GZ~(U) x L”(u 1 between an interpretation and a sentence is 
defined inductively as follows. 
Dejinition 2.2. [Model Relation] 
1. I k r(i’) iff r(t’) E I. 
2. Zl=Fr\G iff ZkF and ZkG. 
3. Z k F V G iff Z K F or Z k G. 
4. Z k 3xF(x) if Z k F(t) for some t E U,. 
5. Z k VxF(x) iff Z k F(t) for all t E U,. 
6. Z k T F iff Z I+ F. 
7. ZI=FIG iff Zk ,FVG. 
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The model relation between an interpretation I E ZH(a) and a formula F E 
L(V) is defined by Z k F iff I k Fu for every valuation v: I4ur + U,. Mod,(X) = 
{I E ZH: Z K X} denotes the Herbrand model operator, and k H denotes the 
corresponding consequence relation, i.e., X k “F iff Mod,(X) c Mod,(F). 
Definition 2.3. [Extension of an Interpretation] Let I, I’ E ZH be two interpreta- 
tions. We say that I’ extends I, resp. Z’ is informationally greater than or equal 
to I, symbolically Z I I’ if Z c I’. 
Dejinition 2.4. [Minimal Models] For F EL(U) IX, we define Mod,(X) = 
Min(Mod,(X)), and X k m F if Mod,(X) c Mod,(F). 
Definition 2.5. [Persistent Formula] A formula F E L(a) is called persistent if for 
arbitrary Herbrand interpretations I, J E ZH( (T) satisfying Z I .Z, and every valu- 
ation v: Vur + U,, the condition Z k FV implies .Z k Fv. 
Observation 2.1. Every formula F E L(u; A , V ,3,tl) is persistent. 
3. SEQUENTS 
Traditionally, Gentzen sequents are used in a schematic way in sequent calculi in 
order to express valid transitions from one argument schema to another. In other 
words, a sequent in a sequential inference rule stands for a whole class of 
propositional substitution instances. Here, we propose to use sequents in a non- 
schematic way for the purpose of representing rule knowledge. A sequent, then, is 
not a schematic, but a concrete expression representing some piece of knowledge. 
Definition 3.1. [Satisfaction Set] Let Z E ZH(~), and F E L(c). Then 
Sat,(F) ={vEUF~: Zl=Fv}. 
Definition 3.2. [Sequent] A sequent s is an expression of the form 
F 1,“‘, F,,, ==c. G1,...,G,, 
whereFi,GjEL(a)fori=l ,..., mandj=l,..., n.Thebodyofs,denotedby 
Bs, is given by IF,, . . . , F,,,}, and the head of s, denoted by Hs, is given by 
{G 1, . . . ,GJ. Seq( u > denotes the class of all sequents s such that Hs, Bs c L( (T 1, 
and for a given set S c Seq(u), [S] denotes the set of all ground instances of 
sequences from S. 
Definition 3.3. [Model of a Sequent] Let Z E ZH. Then 
Z!=F, ,..., F,,,-G, ,..., G,, iff n Sut,(F,) G U Sat,(G,). 
ism jln 
Observation 3.1 (Sequents and Material Implication). Let B * H be any sequent. 
Then, for any Z E ZH , 
Zt=B*HiffZt= hB2 VH. 
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We define the following classes of sequents corresponding to positive, normal, 
and generalized (disjunctive> logic programs, respectively. 
1. PLP(a) = {s E Seq((+): Hs E At(g), Bs cAt(cr)). 
2. PDLP(a)={sESeq(cr): Bs,HscAt(a), Hs#0). 
3. NLP(a) = {s E Seq(a): Hs E At(a), Bs z Lit(g)}. 
4. NDLP(a) = {s E Seq(u): Hs CAt(g), Bs C Lit(a), Hs # 01. 
5. GLP(a) = {s E Seq(cT): Hs, Bs G L(cT; -I, A, v , 2)). 
For S c GLP(a), we define the model operators 
Mod,(S) ={ZEZ,,,(U): Zbs,forall SES) 
Mod,(S) = Min(Mod, (S)) 
The associated entailment relations are defined as follows: 
Sk*F iff Mod,(S) cMod(F) 
where * = H, m, and F E L((T ). 
Observation 3.2. Let S c GLP be a generalized logic program. Then 
Mod,(S) = Mod,([S]) 
where [S] is the Herbrand instantiation of S. 
With respect to a class of interpretations K, we write K F F iff Z K F for all 
Z E K. We denote the set of all sequents from a sequent set S which are applicable 
in K by 
S,={&S]: KFBs). 
If K is a singleton, we omit brackets. A preferential semantics for sequents is given 
by a preferred model operator @: 2Seq -+ 2’~, satisfying the condition Q(S) c 
Mod,,(S), and defining the preferential entailment relation 
Sk,F iff Q(S) CMod,(F). 
The question is: Which preferred model operator captures the intended semantics 
for (generalized) logic programs? 
If we assume Mod, as the model operator for the semantics of sequents, then 
there is no difference between sequents and material implications since, for 
F, G EL, it holds that 
Mod,(F*G) =Mod,(FxG). 
Which models of a set of sequents should be considered intended? A sequent may 
have several meanings. The traditional meaning of a sequent s, based on classical 
model theory, is given by the formula A Bs I V Hs and the usual truth relation. 
Our intuitive understanding of rules suggests another meaning which interprets a 
sequent as a rule for generating information. We may consider a model Z of a set 
S of sequents as intended if Z can be generated bottom-up starting from zero 
information by an iterated application of the sequents s E S. In other words, the 
intended models of S should be grounded in S. Furthermore, we want to have the 
property that every element a E Z is supported by a sequent s E [S] such that a 
occurs positively in Hs and Z K Bs. Below, we will make these ideas precise. 
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If a knowledge base contains sequents with nonpersistent body formulas, it may 
have minimal models which are not grounded in the sense sketched above. 
Consequently, minimal model semantics does, in general, not guarantee grounded- 
ness. This is illustrated by the following example. 
Example 3.1. Let S, = 1 * r(c); + p(a), p(b); 7 p(x) = q(x)). Every intended 
model of S, should contain q(c). Assume I k S,, but q(c) P I. Then p(c) E Z. But 
p(c) cannot be generated from below starting with 0 by applying the sequents from 
[S,] because p(c) does not appear in the head of any rule s E [S,l. But Mi = 
{r(c), p(a), p(b), p(c)) is a minimal model of S,. Hence S, Wf, q(c). 
4. STABLE MODELS 
Definition 4.1. [Interpretation Interval] Let I,, Z, E ZH. Then [I,, Z21 = IZ E ZH: Zi I 
z 5 I,]. 
The following definition of a stable generated model is inspired by the definition 
of a stable closure of a set of rules in [ll]. In the sequel, we use the result that 
every consistent set of quantifier-free formulas has a minimal Herbrand model; see 
El. 
Definition 4.2. [Stable Generated Model] Let S c GLP(a). A model M of S is 
called stable generated, symbolically ME Mod,(S), if there is a chain of Her- 
brand interpretations I, 5 ... I Z, such that M= I,, and 
1. I, = 0. 
2. For successor ordinals (Y with 0 < (Y I K, Z, is a minimal extension of I,_ 1 
satisfying all sequents which are applicable in [I,_ ,, Ml, i.e., 
Z,EMin{ZEZ,(g): Z>Z,_,,and Zi=s,forall SES[,,_,,,,}. 
3. For limit ordinals A < K, Zh = supol < *la. 
We also say that M is generated by the S-stable chain I, 5 ... I Z,. 
In the sequel, we shall simply say “stable” instead of “stable generated” model! 
The set of stable models of S is denoted by Mod,(S), and the set of stable minimal 
models of S by Mod,,(S) = Mod,(S) n Mod,(S). The resp. stable entailment 
relations are defined as follows: 
SK *F iffMod,(S) cMod(F) 
where * = s, sm, and F E L(v). It is well known that stable entailment is not 
cumulative, i.e., adding lemmas to programs may change their consequence set. 
Example 4.1. Let S = 1 j e(O); 7 e(x) = o(x); o(x) j e(s(x>>] represent a theory of 
even and odd numbers. Identifying successor terms with the corresponding natural 
number, we get the unique stable model M = {e(O), o(l), e(2), o(3), . . .I which is 
generated by the stable chain 0 I I, I M with I, = {e(O), o(l), o(3), o(5), . . . ) being 
4Since Gelfond and Lifschitz defined stable models only for normal programs, and called their 
counterpart for disjunctive programs anwer sets, there is no real name conflict. 
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a minimal extension of 0 satisfying all rules of 
It is easy to see that M is a minimal extension of I, satisfying all rules of 
s [1,,M] = { *e(O)} U { :Il:l_11:(j ” (:i:i ;:ii;J. 
Notice that our definition of stable models also accommodates 
1. Negation in the head of a rule, such as in 
- 7 (nationaZity( x, German) A nationality( x, U.S.)) 
expressing the integrity constraint that it is not possible to have both the 
German and U.S. nationality. 
2. Nested negations, such as in p(x) A T(q(x) A 7 r(x)) - s(x) which would 
be the result of folding p(x) A 7 ah(x) -s(x) and q(x) A 7 r(x) * ah(x). 
Neither the answer set semantics of 141 nor the static semantics of [lOI can deal 
with such rules. 
With respect to stable models, sequents differ from material implications. For 
instance, 
Example 3.1 (Continued). Only the following two models of S, are stable: 
M2 = IrW~q(c)7PW~q(b)~ 
M, = (rWq(c)~p(b)~qW~ 
and hence, S, ks q(c). 
Stable models do not exist in all cases. For instance, S = { 7 p =+pI has exactly 
one minimal model, Mod,(S) = {{p}}, which is not stable, however, A satisfiable 
sequent set, resp. logic program, without stable models will be called unstable. 
Example 4.2. S = (p II q - r; r -p) is unstable. 
We show now that the length of the chain generating a stable model can be 
restricted by w. 
Claim 4.1. Let S c GLP, and let M be a stable model of S generated by the sequence 
MO I ... 5 M,. Then there is an ordinal p 5 w such that Mp = M,. 
PROOF. We show that every sequence stabilizes at an ordinal p 5 w. Obviously, if 
M, =M,+ 1, then M, = M, for all cy < y I K. It is sufficient to prove M,,, = M,,,, ,. 
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We proceed in two steps. 
1. First, we show that if s E [S] and [M,, M] k Bs, then there is a number 
n < w such that [M,, M] b Bs. W.1.o.g. we may assume that Bs is a set of 
clauses (disjunction of ground literals), i.e., Bs = {C,, . . . , C,}, Ci = ui v ... V 
aI, V -, bf v .a. v Tb;,, i~{1,2 ,..., k]. A clause Ci is said to be positive if 
the set P(i) := M, n {a;, . . . , 
Let {C 
us,} is nonempty; otherwise, it is called negative. 
i,. . . , C,} be the set of positive and (C,, 1,. . . , C,} the set of negative 
clauses. Because the set P := U 1 s is s P(i) is finite, there is a number 1 < w 
such that P !L M,. Then, trivially, [M,, M] k C,, . . . , C,. It remains to show: if 
M,cJcM, then JKC~+~,..., C,. Assume there is a number j, s + 1 jj I k, 
such that J#C,, Cj=a:V...Va~,V~b/‘V...V~b;jl; then Ji==,a{ 
A . . . ~~a~,,~b{.**/\b/. We may assume that the elements in the set 
{ai ,..., UA , b; ,... , bi,) are’pairwise distinct. Now, let M,* = M, u {b{, . . . , bi }; 
then A4, L&f,* CM. Obviously, M,* # Cj since M,* n {a:,. . . , ui,> = 0 and 
(b:‘, . . . , bi } c M,*. This is a contradiction to [ h4,, M] b Cj. 
2. Now, we show that M, = M,,,, ,. . ’ It is sufficient to prove: if s E StM,,Ml, then 
M,,, K V Hs. By 1, the condition s E StM,,Ml implies that s E S,M,,M1 for a 
certain number n < w, and hence for every j > n: s E St,,,,  ,,,]. Hence, Mj b 
V Hs for every j, n <j < w. Again, we may assume that V ks is given as a set 
of clauses {C,, . . . , C,}. We have to check that M, F C,, . . . ,C,. Assume that 
there is a j, 1 5 j I n, such that M, # Cj; then M, K 7 cj, C, = a{ V ... V ah, 
V~b;“V...V~b~,andM,~~a~r\...A~a~ Ab{*..Ab;i.Itiseasyto 
show that there exists a number m < w such that (by,. . . , b;,} L hm, and from 
this follows M, # Cj, which is a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 4.1. Zf M is a stable model of S L GLP, then there is either a finite S-stable 
chain, or a S-stable chain of length w, generating M. 
Definition 4.3. [Persistent Sequent] A sequent s is called persistent if all body 
formulas F E Bs are persistent. 
For instance, all sequents from PDLP are persistent. 
Claim 4.2, Minimal models of positive disjunctive logic programs are stable: if S G 
PDLP, then Mod,(S) c Mod,(S). 
PROOF. Let ME Mod,(S). We construct a sequence I,, I,, . . . such that 
1. z,=0, 
2. 4x+, E Min{Z: Z, I Z I M and Z b V Hs for all s E S,], 
3. r*=tJ a < *I, for limit ordinals A. 
Since body formulas are persistent, we have s E S, iff s E StI,,M1; hence, the 
sequence (I,), z o satisfies condition 2 of the definition of stable models. Obviously, 
there is an ordinal K such that -1: = Z,, i. We show that Z, is a model of S. Let 
s E [S] and 1, + Bs; then by defimtton, I,+ 1 F V Hs, and hence Z, k V Hs. Since M 
is a minimal model, it follows finally that 1, = M. 0 
Corollary 4.2. Minimal models of a set of persistent sequents are stable. 
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PROOF. The proof of Claim 4.2 depends only on the persistence of body formulas. 
0 
Thus, minimal models provide an adequate semantics for persistent programs. It 
holds that Mod,,(S) = Mod,(S) whenever S is persistent. The converse of Claim 
4.2, however, that stable models of positive disjunctive programs are minimal, is not 
true, as the following counterexample shows. 
Example 4.3. Let S = {j a, b; a 3 b}. Then M = {a, 6) is not minimal since (b} is a 
model of S. But {a, 6) is stable: I, = 0, Sga,(n,bl, = (*a, b}; and since {a} E Min(Z: 
0 I Z 5 M, Z k a V b}, we obtain S,Ia),(a,bJ, = { * a, b; a * b}. Obviously, {a, b} is a 
minimal extension of {a) satisfying a V b and b. 
This raises the following question. 
Question 4.1. It is really clear that the intended models of a logic program have to be 
minimal? Or is it rather the property of being stable generated which qualifies models 
as being intended, and which normally implies their minimal@? 
The answer to this question decides whether we should choose Mod, or Mod,, 
as our preferred model operator.5 
Dejinition 4.4. [Least Model Property] A set X of quantifier-free formulas has the 
least modelproperty (1.m.p.) if for every set A of ground atoms consistent with X, 
the set XUA has a least model. A quantifier-free formula F, respectively a 
sequent s E GLP, has the 1.m.p. if {F}, respectively { V Hs), has it. 
In particular, all sequents with atomic heads, such as the rules of normal logic 
programs, have the least model property. 
Claim 4.3. Let X be a set of quantifier-flee formulas, and assume that every F E X has 
the least model property. Then X has the least model property. 
PROOF. Let A be a set of ground atoms such that XUA is consistent. Then, for 
every F E X, the set A U {F} has a least model denoted by least(A, F). We define 
a sequence Z, I I, 5 . . . I Z, . . . of Herbrand interpretations as follows: Z, = 
IJ {least(A, F): F E X}, I,,+, = U{least(Z,,F): FEX}, n <w. Let Z= U,,,Z,. 
We show that Z is the least model of A uX. 
Z is a model of A U X. We have to show that every F EX is true in I. Let 
Z,,(F) = least(A, F), and Z,,+,(F) = least(Z,,, F), n < w. By construction, Z = 
U n < ,Z,(F). Analogously, as in the proof of proposition 20 in [5], it can be shown 
that U n < ,Za,(F) k F; hence, Z I= F. 
Finally, we show that Z is the least model of A u X. Let J G Z be a subset which 
is a model of A UX. It is easy to show that Z,(F) GJ for every F EX, n < w. 
Hence, J = I. 0 
In the proof of Claim 4.4, we use the following facts. Let X,Y be sets of 
quantifier-free formulas satisfying the 1.m.p. and X G Y. Then least(X) z least(Y 1. 
This follows immediately from the following result in [51: 
‘It was pointed out to us by one of the referees that stable models would be easier to compute if 
they do not have to be minimal. This seems to be an important observation which needs further 
investigation. 
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Let X be a set of quantifier-free formulas and p a ground atom. Then X bH p 
if and only if p E nMod,(X). Furthermore, if X has a least model, then 
least(X) = l-l Mod,(X). 
Claim 4.4. Zf a generalized logic program contains only sequents satisfying the least 
model property, then every stable model of it is also a minimal model. 
PROOF. Let S be a set of sequents satisfying the l.m.p., and let M be a stable 
model of S generated by I,,, I,, . . . , I,, . . . , n < w, i.e., I, = 0, Z, + 1 = min{Z: M 2 
Z r I,,, and Z k Heads(St,n,,l )), where Heads(X) = IV Hs: s E X1. 
We show: if J GM and J k S, then J = M. We construct a sequence J, I 
J, I a.. <J,,... such that Z,, c J,,, and J,, c J, by setting J, + 1 = min{K: J 2 K 2 
J,, and K k= Heads(St,fi,,l)). Assume Z,, c J,. Then S,,,,,,,] G StJ,,,], implying 
Heads(St, Ml) c Heads(St,m,,l). By Claim 4.3, I,,+ 1 is the least extension of Z, 
satisfying ‘Heads(St,n, MJ), and using the preceding remarks, we get Z,, + 1 c J,, + 1. 
Consequently, J = M. 0 
As a corollary, stable models of normal logic programs are minimal models. 
5. STABLE MODELS OF NORMAL LOGIC PROGRAMS 
For B c Lit, let BP denote the set of atoms which occur negated in B, i.e., 
B-:= (a E At: 7 a E B}, and let Bf= {a E At: a E B). It holds that for any B C Lit’, 
and any Z E ZH, 
Z!=B iff B+&Z&B-nZ = 0. 
Definition 5.2. [Immediate Consequence Operator] Let S c NLP and Z c At. Then 
T,(Z)={a~At~:thereexists(B~a)~[S],s.th.Zi=B}. 
is called the immediate consequence operator associated with S. 
Definition 5.2. (Gelfond and Lifschitz [2]) Let Z c At and S c NLP. Then the 
Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation of S with respect to Z is defined as 
S’={B+da:(B *a) E [S],and B_nZ=0} 
and the Gelfond-Lifschitz operator rs is defined as follows: T,(Z) is the unique 
minimal model of S’, denoted M,,, i.e., I’,(Z) = M,,. We also define the fixpoint 
set Fix(P,) = {Z: Z = P,(Z)). 
Note that S’ c PLP, and consequently S’ has a unique minimal model, 
Mod,,&!?‘) = (M,,}. 
We shall show below that the stable models of a normal logic program S in our 
sense agree with the fixpoints of P,, i.e., with stable models as defined in [2]. Since 
the definition of the Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation requires a specific rule 
syntax (in order to partition the body into a positive and a negative part), the 
definition of stable models based on it is not very general; as a consequence, 
Gelfond and Lifschitz are not able to treat negation-as-failure as a standard 
connective, and to allow for arbitrary formulas in the body of a rule. The 
interpretation of negation-as-failure according to our stable semantics seems to be 
the first general standard logical treatment of nonmonotonic logic programs.6 
‘There have been many meta-logical (notably modal logic) proposals, though. 
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In the sequel, we use the following simple observation. 
Observation 5.1. Let M be an arbitrary Herbrand interpretation, I CM, and F = 
a, A . . . A a,,, A 7 b, A . . . 7 b,. Then [Z,MlkF iff Zt=a, A . . . Aa, and Mn 
{b ,,..., b,J=0. 
Claim 5.1. Let S c NLP. Eoery jixpoint of rs is a stable model of S, i.e., Fix(I,) s 
Mod,(S). 
PROOF. Let M be a tixpoint of I,, i.e., Mod,(S”) = {M}. Using the immediate 
consequence operator associated with S”, we construct the sequence {Z,JE < w such 
that I, = 0, I,+ 1 = T,M(Z,), and Z, = U n < ,I,. It is well known that Z, = M. We 
show that I, 5 I, I . . . <I,, . . . is an S-stable chain, i.e., I,, + , E Min(Z: Z, < Z i M, 
and f.a. s E St, Ml, Z k V ZZs). This follows from the fact that for arbitrary normal 
sequents B - fi, it holds that [I,, Ml k B iff Z, k B+ and B- n M = 0. Hence, M 
is stable. 0 
Claim 5.2. Euey stable model of S c NLP is a jixpoint of r,: Mod,(S) c Fix(I,). 
PROOF. Let ME Mod,(S). We consider again the sequence generated by the 
iteration of T,u: I,, = 0, I,,+ I = T,M(Z,), and I,,, = lJ n < wZ,,. We have to show that 
M=Z,. 
(I, c M): Let a E I,; then there is a sequent s’ = B’ * a in S”” such that, for 
somen<w,Z,KB’,andaEZ,+,. By definition, the reexpansion s of s’, s = B * a, 
such that B+ = B’ and B-n M = 0, is in [S]. As an induction hypothesis, we 
assume that I, c M, implying that M k B’, and consequently also M k B. Hence, 
a EM, proving that I,,, c M. 
(M c I,,,): Let M be generated by the S-stable chain (MjIi c W. We show by 
induction on n that M,, c I,,. For n = 0, this is trivially the case. Let a EM,,. Since, 
by definition, M, is the least extension of M,_ 1 satisfying Heads(StMnm I Ml), there 
is a sequent B * a in [S] such that [M,, _ 1, M] k B. This implies that B’ * a is in 
SM. By the induction hypothesis, M,_ , c Z, _ ,, implying I,, _ 1 b Bf, and conse- 
quently a E I,. 0 
6. STABLE MODELS OF DISJUNCTIVE LOGIC PROGRAMS 
The fixpoint-based definition of stable models for normal programs of [2] was 
generalized to normal disjunctive programs in [9] and to extended disjunctive 
programs, which subsume normal disjunctive ones, in [4]. 
Definition 6.1. Let Z c At and S c NDLP. Then the Gelfond-Lifschitz transforma- 
tion of S with respect to I is defined as 
S’={Bt*H:(B=H)~[S],and B-nI=0) 
and the generalized Gelfond-Lifschitz operator r, is defined as follows: I.JZ) 
collects all minimal models of S’, i.e., I,(Z) = Mod,(S’). We also define the 
fixpoint set Fix(I,) = {Z: Z E rgz)}. 
Note that S’ 2 PDLP. 
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Claim 6.1. Let S c NDLP. Every stable model M of S is also a supported model of S, 
i.e., for all a E M, there exists a sequent s E [S] such that a E Hs and M k Bs. 
PROOF. Let M be a stable model of S and (M,Ii < w an S-stable chain generating 
M. Let a EM be given; then there is a number i < w such that a EM,_ 1 -M,. 
Since Mi+ 1 is a minimal extension of M, satisfying the set Heads(Sl,,,,l), there is 
a sequent s E [S] such that [ Mi, M] I= Bs and a E Hs. 0 
We shall now investigate the relationship between the fixpoints of Is, i.e., the 
answer sets of a normal disjunctive logic program S as defined in [4] and the stable 
models of S. 
Claim 6.2. Let S c NDLP. Every @point of rs is a stable minimal model of S, i.e., 
Fix(&) c Mod,,(S). 
PROOF. Let ME Mod,(S”). By Claim 4.2, M is a stable model of S”, i.e., there 
existsasequence0=Z,,<Z,< . . . <I,,< . . . suchthat M= lJncwZnn,and Z,+~E 
Min(Z’ E Z,lZ, 5 I’ I M, and f.a. s E Sf”: I’ b V Hs}. We show that (I,), < w is an 
S-stable chain generating M. For this purpose, it is sufficient to prove that 
Z ,,+ I E Min{Z’ E ZHIZ, I I’ 5 M, and f.a. s E S,l,,M1: I’ K V Hs)}. This follows from 
the fact that Heads(S,,“, ,,,]I = Head&St). 
We finally show that M is a minimal model of S. Assume J c M and .Z K S. It is 
sufficient to prove that .Z is a model of S”; then, by minimality of M w.r.t. S”, this 
implies J = M. Let s’ E S”, s’ = B’ *H, and Jk B’. By the definition of S”, 
there is a sequence s:=B-HE[S] such that B+=B’ and B-nM=0. Obvi- 
ously, J k B, and since J is a model of S, we get J I= V H. Hence, J k s’. This 
shows that J is a model of SM. •! 
The following example shows that the converse of this claim is not true, i.e., not 
every stable minimal model of an NDLP S is a lixpoint of I,. 
Example 6.1. Let S = ( =. a, b; a a b; 7 a j a}. We show that (a, b} is a stable 
minimal model of S. Obviously, {a, 6) is a minimal model of S. {a, b} is also stable: 
Zl.l = 0, S@,(a,b)] = { j a, b}. A minimal extension of 0 is either {a} or {b}. Take 
Z, = Ia). Then S,lnJ,la,bj, = I a * b; 3 a, b}, and a minimal extension of {a} satisfying 
b finally gives Z2 = (a, b}. On the other hand, {a, b) is not a minimal model of 
S@ b, = { =. a, b; a j b} since {b} is a model of St”, b). In fact, I, does not have any 
fixpoint. 
Question 6.1. Is it possible to characterize the stable generated models M of S as 
particular models of the Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation S M ? 
Question 6.2. For which subclass of normal disjunctive programs does it hold that the 
stable generated models of a program S from that class are exactly the @points 
of r,? 
7. CONCLUSION 
By introducing a new general definition of stable models, we have established the 
foundation of a stable model theory of logic programs which will render it possible 
to analyze further extensions of normal logic programs such as, e.g., quantifiers in 
bodies and heads of rules. 
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Stimulating discussions with Michael Gelfond and Teodor Przymusinski on the nature of stable models 
and answer sets have helped us to improve our understanding and the quality of the paper. We are also 
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